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ABSTRACT: At >95% Coulombic efficiencies, most of the
capacity loss for Li metal anodes (LMAs) is through the formation
and growth of the solid electrolyte interphase (SEI). However, the
mechanism through which this happens remains unclear. One
property of the SEI that directly affects its formation and growth is
the SEI’s solubility in the electrolyte. Here, we systematically
quantify and compare the solubility of SEIs derived from ether-
based electrolytes optimized for LMAs using in-operando electro-
chemical quartz crystal microbalance (EQCM). A correlation
among solubility, passivity, and cyclability established in this work
reveals that SEI dissolution is a major contributor to the differences
in passivity and electrochemical performance among battery
electrolytes. Together with our EQCM, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
spectroscopy results, we show that solubility depends on not only the SEI’s composition but also the properties of the electrolyte.
This provides a crucial piece of information that could help minimize capacity loss due to SEI formation and growth during battery
cycling and aging.

■ INTRODUCTION
Despite their potential to provide higher energy density
rechargeable batteries, lithium metal anodes (LMA) suffer
from low cyclability. The two major capacity fading
mechanisms that result in low cycle life include (1) the
isolation of electroactive lithium (Li) metal deposits from the
current collector and (2) continuous reduction of the
electrolyte with electroactive surfaces in the anode to form
the solid electrolyte interphase (SEI).1−3 The passivating SEI
layer mitigates the thermodynamic instability of Li metal
toward the electrolyte, preventing further reactions that result
in lower Coulombic efficiency (CE, ratio of capacity output
during discharge to capacity input during charge). Recent
advancements in liquid electrolyte engineering have enabled
highly reversible LMAs with CEs well above 95%. At such high
CE, most of the capacity loss is due to SEI formation and
growth.4 However, the mechanism(s) of SEI growth remains
elusive.

One property of the SEI that directly affects its formation
and growth is its solubility in the electrolyte. Dissolution
compromises the efficacy of the passivation layer since
additional electrolyte and Li must be consumed to repair the
partially dissolved SEI, resulting in a thickened layer.5,6 Wood
et al. predicted that SEI dissolution can completely deplete Li
metal inventory before the electrolyte is consumed during cell

cycling, or even after calendar aging for 80 days.7 Furthermore,
Boyle et al. experimentally showed an average of 2−3% CE loss
after calendar aging for 24 h through the growth of the SEI on
Li metal surface, even for top performing electrolytes. Their
observation of organic-rich clusters after aging suggests that the
growth mechanism involves the dissolution of organic
components in the SEI, followed by their redeposition after
locally saturating the electrolyte.8 These previous studies
indicate that SEI dissolution is a major contributor toward
capacity loss through SEI formation and growth for high-
performance electrolytes.

Anion-derived inorganic species within the SEI, namely,
lithium fluoride (LiF), have been shown to exhibit low
solubility in the electrolyte, while solvent-derived organic
components can undergo significant dissolution after their
formation.7,9−12 As a result, the amount of anion-derived
components in the SEI has been used to compare the solubility
of SEIs derived from different electrolytes. However, Huang et
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al. recently showed evidence suggesting that LiF does not
deposit directly into the compact SEI due to its moderate
solubility in the electrolyte.13 In contrast, Shadike et al.
revealed that nanocrystalline LiF does exist within the compact
SEI when a different electrolyte is used,14 indicating that LiF
solubility depends on both electrolyte chemistry and SEI
composition. Their results suggest that an alternative metric
that considers both the electrolyte and SEI composition is
required to reliably evaluate solubility.

Recently, Kwon et al. utilized the electrochemical quartz
crystal microbalance (EQCM)�a technique that can measure
mass changes in the ng cm−2 scale�to quantify SEI mass loss
during resting at open circuit after its formation in situ. They
illustrated that over half of the SEI mass is loss during rest,
demonstrating the potential of EQCM as a technique to
accurately quantify SEI dissolution.15 Moreover, mass loss

during dissolution would be a reliable metric to compare SEI
solubility, as the measurement considers solute (SEI)−solvent
(electrolyte) interactions as a whole. However, this has not
been widely applied to the electrolytes engineered for LMAs.
Being able to quantify and compare the SEI solubility between
different high-performance electrolytes could reveal the
mechanism of SEI formation and growth.

Herein, we systematically quantify the dissolution of SEIs
derived from the electrolytes optimized for LMAs using
EQCM. Comparing SEI solubility results with performance
metrics obtained from coulometric experiments allowed us to
establish a correlation among solubility, passivity, and
cyclability. Building upon this, we illustrate that cycle life can
be further extended for one of the best electrolytes by shifting
the SEI solubility equilibria, signifying that dissolution is one of
the major mechanisms that induces the interphase’s degrada-

Figure 1. (a) Procedure for SEI formation and dissolution utilizing EQCM technique. (b) Potential difference and current density during SEI
formation step using CC−CV protocol for 0.5 M. (c) Mass response during SEI formation. (d) Open circuit voltage during the SEI dissolution
step. (e) Mass response during dissolution step, the mass presented is normalized to the final mass recorded during formation step in (d). See an
all-inclusive figure that includes all the relevant measurement for 0.5 M at Figure S1. Repeats of the EQCM mass response for dissolution can be
found at Figure S2.
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tion and its subsequent repair. Chemical characterization of the
interphase and electrolyte reveals that dissolution depends on
not only the SEI’s composition, but also the physical and
chemical properties of the electrolyte. This is an important
piece of information that introduces another design principle
to minimize capacity loss during Li metal battery cycling and
calendar aging.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Systematic Quantification of SEI Dissolution Using

EQCM. To accurately quantify the overall solubility of the SEI,
EQCM is used to detect mass changes of the nanoscale
interphase in situ (Figure 1a). EQCM has been previously used
extensively to probe battery interphases.16−19 However, few
studies have focused on high-performance electrolytes tailored
for LMAs. In this study, the SEI is electrochemically formed on
the copper-coated quartz crystal sensor utilizing a constant
current−constant-voltage (CC−CV) protocol, with a final
voltage of 50 mV above lithium plating potential (Figure 1b).
The potential for the CC−CV protocol allows SEI dissolution
to be probed without the influence of electrodeposited lithium,
while maintaining chemistry similar to SEI formed on Li metal
surface.8,20 After formation, the mass of the SEI is further
monitored at open circuit to quantify the amount of soluble
components in the SEI (Figure 1a). Losses in SEI mass should
be due to the overall dissolution of the SEI, whether it is from
the direct dissolution of the SEI, or from the dissolution of
soluble species resulting from SEI decomposition. In addition,
prior studies have demonstrated that SEI decomposition into
gaseous product is negligible during open circuit resting at
room temperatures.21,22 Therefore, mass losses observed
during our EQCM measurements should primarily be from
SEI dissolution.

We systematically vary the salt concentration of the
electrolytes used to form the SEI to extract physical insights
from our EQCM measurements. This includes 0.5, 1, 2, and 4
M of lithium bis(fluorosulfonyl)imide (LiFSI) in 1,2-
dimethoxyethane (DME), denoted as 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 M
hereafter. By adding a diluent (1,1,2,2-tetrafluoroethyl 2,2,3,3-
tetrafluororopyl ether, TTE) into the electrolyte, we further
investigate the effect of localized high concentration environ-
ment on SEI solubility (also known as localized high
concentration electrolyte, LHCE). Overall, this represents
some of the commonly studied electrolytes for LMA, including

some of the highest performing electrolytes (4 M and
LHCE).23,24

During the polarization of copper-coated quartz sensors,
there is a mass increase from the electroreduction of
electrolytes to form SEIs (Figure 1c). The recorded SEI
mass ranges from around 2 to 4 μgcm−2 for the electrolytes
investigated, comparable with previously reported SEI mass
using the same technique.16,17 During the subsequent resting
step at open circuit, the voltage profile shows a rapid voltage
increase for all electrolytes investigated. However, this is not
reliable evidence for SEI dissolution, as the voltage response
will be different for different electrolytes (Figure 1d).
Meanwhile, the mass decrease during this period shows
significant SEI dissolution for all electrolytes investigated
(Figure 1e). Our results show that SEI derived from 0.5 M
undergoes the most dissolution, where ∼60% of its mass is loss
after dissolution. In fact, the mass of the SEI decreases toward
the end of its formation stage during the constant-voltage step
(Figure 1c). This can be rationalized by considering the rate of
mass changes from different processes. During the constant-
voltage step (Figure 1b), the SEI formation rate decreases due
to a decrease in current density, resulting in a slower rate of
mass gain. The overall mass decline during this step indicates
that mass loss from SEI dissolution occurs at a faster rate than
mass gain from the formation for 0.5 M. Despite the net SEI
mass loss during the constant-voltage step, the current density
also continues to the decrease, which suggests that the
insoluble SEI component is more electronically insulating than
the soluble species. Interestingly, our EQCM results show that
the SEI becomes less soluble as the salt concentration
increases. The SEI percentage mass loss decreases from
∼60% for 0.5 M to ∼7% for 4 M, demonstrating that SEI
solubility is strongly affected by salt concentration in the
electrolyte.

SEI Dissolution and Passivation. Passivity is a key SEI
property that directly affects the formation and growth of the
interphase, as less passivating layer requires more capacity to
inhibit electrolyte reduction. Therefore, the capacity used to
form SEI is a good metric for evaluating its passivity. Our
EQCM results show that the passivity of the SEI decreases as
the salt concentration of the electrolyte is lowered (Figure 2a).
When comparing the SEI formation capacity and solubility of
different electrolytes (Figure 2b), a positive correlation is
obtained regardless of the electrolyte composition, signifying

Figure 2. Relationship between (a) SEI dissolution and (b) SEI formation capacity with LiFSI concentration in the electrolytes used. (c)
Relationship between SEI dissolution and SEI formation to illustrate the impact of SEI solubility on passivity.
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that the two properties are interlinked (Figure 2c). In fact,
studies have indicated that more passivating SEIs contain more
inorganic species such as LiF and Li2O.9,10 However, it is
difficult to establish a correlation between SEI solubility and
passivity without a systematic quantification of the two
properties. Our EQCM results provide additional evidence,
suggesting that SEI dissolution is a major mechanism that
governs the SEI formation and growth.

Compositional Analysis of SEI and Its Soluble
Species. Trends obtained from our EQCM results reveal
important fundamental insights involved in the process of SEI
dissolution. The negative correlation between electrolyte salt
concentration and SEI dissolution (Figure 2b) suggests that an
increase in salt concentration could result in less available
uncoordinated DME molecules to dissolve SEI components, as
well as fewer DME available for the formation of SEI. This is
because more DME would be required to fully dissolve LiFSI
in the electrolyte. Higher LiFSI concentration can also
suppress the dissolution of decomposed Li compounds in
the SEI due to the common ion effect. Additionally, our
EQCM results show that adding TTE to the LiFSI-DME
electrolyte system can suppress SEI dissolution (1.73 M for
LHCE compared to 2 M, Figure 2b). Since TTE is a major
solvent in LHCE (1.2DME/3TTE molar ratio), the interaction
between the SEI and electrolyte in LHCE is expected to be
different due to the significant differences between DME and
TTE molecules. However, EQCM results alone could not
account for the effects of SEI composition on solubility. This is
because increasing electrolyte salt concentration or incorporat-
ing a diluent into the electrolyte system can result in a more
anion-rich Li solvation structure, causing the SEI to be more
anion-derived and less soluble.23−25

Building upon the insights gained from our EQCM results,
we investigate the effect of SEI composition on its solubility by
analyzing the interphase’s composition before and after
dissolution using XPS. To ensure that our results are reliable,
three different spots of the SEI formed on copper are analyzed
and averaged for all samples investigated. Chemical analysis of
the SEI before dissolution shows that 4 M and LHCE form
more anion-derived interphases compared to 1 M, agreeing
with previous the results published (Figure S3).23,24 However,
LHCE is more anion-derived compared to 4 M, despite its
more soluble SEI measured using EQCM (Figure 2b). This
illustrates that while anion-derived SEIs are generally less
soluble, electrolyte properties such as salt concentration and
solvent chemistry can significantly affect dissolution. Based on
our results for the LiFSI-DME electrolyte system, the trend
between SEI solubility and salt concentration should also apply
for other single salt + single solvent electrolytes. This is
because at higher concentration, electrolytes will generally
exhibit a stronger common ion effect and less free
(uncoordinated) solvent molecules and form more anion-
derived SEIs.24,25 However, further theoretical study of SEI
dissolution is needed to quantify the contributions of different
effects (e.g., common ion effect, availability of uncoordinated
solvent molecules, and SEI composition) impacting SEI
solubility.

The fact that more anion-derived SEIs are less prone to
dissolution (Figure 3a) indicates that organic components in
the SEI are more soluble. Therefore, the resulting SEI after
dissolution should become more anion-derived and soluble
organic moieties should be detectable in the electrolyte. To
confirm our hypothesis, compositional changes in the SEI after
dissolution were measured using XPS (Figure 3a), revealing

Figure 3. (a) XPS atomic ratios of the SEI grown on copper before and after aging for commonly investigated electrolyte systems such as 1 and 4
M LiFSI in DME (denoted as 1 and 4 M, respectively), and LHCE. Three different spots were sampled during XPS measurements. Electrolytes
were aged by soaking it with lithium metal chips for two days. 1H NMR comparison between aged and unaged electrolytes (b) for 4 and 1 M
whereas (c) is for LHCE. (d) 19F NMR of aged and unaged electrolytes, where the chemical shift range is near LiFSI peak.
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that all SEIs investigated become more anion-derived after
dissolution. Furthermore, the changes in the XPS atomic ratios
suggest that the organic soluble species are different for TTE-
DME solvent system (LHCE) compared to DME-only
electrolytes (1 and 4 M). For 4 and 1 M, the atomic ratios
F/O, F/C, and S/C all significantly increased after dissolution,
whereas only S/C ratio is increased for LHCE (Figure 3a).
This demonstrates that the TTE/DME solvent system
interacts differently with the SEI compared to DME only.

Due to its sensitivity, NMR has been widely used to
characterize and detect the organic SEI soluble species in
carbonate-based electrolytes.26,27 Herein, we carried out NMR
characterization of electrolytes soaked with Li metal chips to
detect organic soluble species in the SEI to support our XPS
and EQCM results. Soaking Li metal in electrolytes allows the
SEI to form chemically on the metal surface, subsequently
allowing soluble products to dissolve into the electrolyte
media, essentially aging the electrolyte. Comparing NMR
spectra of electrolytes with and without aging reveals
additional peaks detected primarily in 19F and 1H NMR.
Furthermore, different soluble species are detected for the
DME-only electrolyte system (1 and 4 M) compared to TTE-

DME system (LHCE), corroborating with our XPS analysis.
For 1 and 4 M, 1H NMR detects proton peaks around 4−7
ppm, whereas the peaks around 4−4.5 ppm are detected for
aged LHCE. This indicates that the soluble species detected
(for both DME-only and TTE-DME electrolyte systems) are
derived from ether-based molecules (Figure 3b,c).26 While
prior studies report that TTE is not involved in the SEI
formation process,23 our NMR results suggest that it can still
interact with solvent-derived components in the SEI. The fact
that TTE is fully miscible in DME suggests that the
interactions between TTE and solvent-derived SEI compo-
nents are strong, demonstrating the importance of molecular
interactions in SEI solubility.

The positions of 19F NMR peaks for soluble SEI species
indicate that there are also soluble species derived from FSI−

anion (Figure 3d). This is because the chemical shifts of these
species are close to the fluorine chemical shift in FSI− anion.
We hypothesize that this is a result from reactions between
reactive intermediates formed during FSI− reduction and
solvent molecules, yielding organic species that contain
sulfonyl fluoride functional groups with similar chemical shift
to FSI− anion.28 In addition, this would corroborate with the

Figure 4. (a) Li|Cu cycling performance of all electrolytes investigated. 1 mA cm−2 current density and 1 mA h cm−2 capacity were used during
cycling. (b) SEM images of plated Li morphology (first cycle) for the electrolytes investigated. 1 mA cm−2 and 1 mA h cm−2 were used for the
plating conditions. (b) SEM analysis of the first-cycle Li plating morphology for electrolytes investigated. Scale bars, 20 μm. (c) Relationship
between average Li|Cu half-cell cycling CE, averaged between cycles 5−20, and SEI dissolution results from EQCM. (d) Li|Cu cycling performance
using different volumes of LHCE electrolyte. (e) Corrosion study comparing the effect of SEI dissolution (on copper) on corrosion losses. See
Figure S5 for detailed cycling protocols. 60 μL of electrolyte is used in all cells unless indicated otherwise.
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hydrogen peaks near 7 ppm in 1H NMR, where the protons on
the carbon bridging the ether and sulfonyl group would result
in a less shielding environment, resulting in higher chemical
shift observed.28 Furthermore, evidence from XPS high-
resolution scans underscores the proposed mechanism, where
the fluorine peak from −SO2F decreases in magnitude after the
SEI is allowed to dissolve (Figure S4). However, these
observations are not present for LHCE. We believe that this is
due to the weak interaction between TTE and sulfonyl fluoride
functional groups, based on the solubility of LiFSI in TTE
compared to LiFSI in DME.23 Therefore, organic sulfonyl
fluoride moieties should be less soluble in LHCE. This is also
reflected in our 19F NMR results, where smaller peak near FSI
anion is detected for aged LHCE compared to 1 and 4 M. Our
findings underscore our hypothesis, suggesting the significance
of electrolyte chemistry in SEI dissolution. However, full NMR
characterization of SEI soluble species is not possible for our
experimental setup, due to the low concentration of the SEI
species. Further studies should be done to characterize the
structure of SEI soluble species.

Many researchers suggest that anion-derived SEIs are more
stable and passivating, which would minimize capacity fading
from SEI formation and growth. This is an effective design
principle, as more anion-derived SEIs contain more insoluble
components.9−12 However, our results illustrate that it is not
only SEI composition that affects its solubility, but also the
physical and chemical properties of the electrolyte. More
importantly, we show that for high-performance electrolytes (4
M and LHCE), SEI anion composition does not necessarily
correlate with the extent of solubility or passivity. As a result, a
more quantitative method such as EQCM is needed to
evaluate SEI solubility, especially for high-performance electro-
lytes where electrolyte properties can significantly affect
dissolution and anode passivation.

Effects of SEI Dissolution on Li Metal Anode
Cyclability. To gauge on how much SEI dissolution affects
the cyclability of Li metal anodes, we carried out coulometric
experiments to determine whether there is a trend between
dissolution and performance. Under regular cycling protocol,
our analysis demonstrates a trend where more soluble SEIs
result in lower CEs (Figure 4a,c). The average CE (cycle 5−
20) ranges from ∼98% for 4 M to ∼93% for 0.5 M. Since the
CE is above 95% for the electrolytes investigated (except 0.5
M), capacity loss during cycling should be dominated by SEI
formation and growth.4 This capacity loss pathway depends on
two major factors: surface area of electroplated Li metal and
SEI passivity. Previous studies and our SEM analyses (Figure
4b) show that the Li plating morphology for these ether-based
electrolytes is similar, suggesting that their anode surface areas
are comparable.23,24 Therefore, we believe that it is the
passivation problem caused by SEI dissolution that is the
dominant mechanism inducing capacity loss for the set of
electrolytes investigated here. Dissolution of SEI, which can
happen during battery cycling and resting, induces capacity
loss from SEI formation and growth. Dissolution causes the
SEI to become porous, exposing Li metal to the electrolyte,
inducing further electrolyte reduction that forms new SEI layer.
The repeated SEI dissolution and reformation do not only
result in Li metal inventory loss, but also SEI thickening. In
fact, this is a similar mechanism in which SEI dissolution
induces capacity fading in graphite-based anodes. However,
due to the limited volume expansion of graphite-based anodes
during cycling, this problem is not as detrimental in later cycles

as the SEI fully passivates the electrode.5,6 In contrast, LMAs
theoretically undergo infinite relative volume change during
cycling. This results in new SEIs forming on Li metal surface
during every plating step, repeating the cycle of SEI dissolution
and maturation.29 Hence, this partially explains why SEI
dissolution could have a more significant effect on cycling
performance for LMAs.

A numerical model established by Wood et al. predicts that
larger electrolyte volume can change SEI solubility equilibria,
resulting in accelerated capacity decay and reducing cycle life
for Li metal batteries.7 Building upon their model and our SEI
solubility-cyclability trend established, we compare cell cycling
utilizing different volumes of LHCE electrolyte. Indeed, our
cycling data show that stable cycling is extended to >350 cycles
for 20 μL from ∼200 cycles for 60 μL electrolyte volume, with
an improvement in CE observed from ∼98.5 to ∼99.2%
(averaged over all stable cycles, Figure 4d). Generally, lean
electrolyte conditions should result in faster electrolyte
consumption, leading to an accelerated capacity decay and
cell failure.30 We believe that this is not the failure mode for
the Li|Cu cell configuration used, due to the small capacity (1
mA h cm−2) utilized during battery cycling. Furthermore, the
number of cycles it takes for CE to plateau decreases from ∼75
cycles for 60 μL to ∼40 for 20 μL (Figure 4d). We believe that
this is due to a faster saturation of SEI soluble species due to
less electrolyte volume. This would explain the gradual
improvement in CE, as SEI dissolution and growth are
minimized when the saturation point is reached. Another
factor that could contribute to the faster plateau of CE is the
decrease in electroactive surface area when less electrolyte
volume is used (less electrolyte wetting). This would result in
less galvanic corrosion of Li metal, resulting in an improvement
in CE.8,20 However, the current collector and cell casings do
not undergo volume change during cycling, where these
surfaces should be passivated within the first five cycles as the
SEI mature.20,31 Therefore, the improved cycling performance
observed must be due to the faster saturation of SEI soluble
species when lower electrolyte volume is utilized, resulting in
less overall SEI dissolution during extended cell cycling.

To further validate our hypothesis suggesting the involve-
ment of SEI dissolution in its formation and growth
mechanism, we investigate capacity loss during calendar
aging for LHCE by introducing a 24-h resting step at open
circuit into the cycling protocol. The rest step is introduced
during the second cycle at fully charged state to ensure that the
electroactive surface, aside from Li metal surface, is passivated
to minimize galvanic corrosion (Figure S5, same protocol used
in Boyle et al.).8 Our results show that 24-h calendar aging step
induces ∼3% capacity loss (Figure 4e), comparable to other
high-performance electrolytes reported previously.8 However,
SEI dissolution can also affect the passivation of other
electroactive surface such as the current collector and cell
casings. We explored this effect by introducing an additional
24-h resting step at open circuit at the end of the first cycle at
fully discharged state, after the 24-h rest in the fully charged
state (see Figure S5 for protocol). This allows the SEI on
copper and cell casings to dissolve without the interference of
corrosion through SEI growth on Li metal surface. Our results
show that the overall corrosion loss is only slightly greater
when the SEI on copper is allowed to dissolve, suggesting that
the additional capacity loss from galvanic corrosion is minimal
(Figure 4e). Therefore, we believe that dissolution of the SEI
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on Li metal surface is the main contributor toward capacity
loss.

Overall, our results suggest that strategies designed to
prevent SEI dissolution could push the CE of Li metal anodes
higher. Through molecular tuning of the solvent,32,33 liquid
electrolytes can be engineered to purposely decrease its
interaction with the SEI to suppress dissolution. By
incorporating this into the electrolyte design principle, guided
by SEI solubility quantification using EQCM, we believe that
both the cycle and calendar life of LMBs can be extended even
more effectively through electrolyte engineering.

■ CONCLUSIONS
Using EQCM, we systematically quantify and compare SEI
mass loss from dissolution using electrolytes optimized for
LMAs, illustrating that SEIs derived from even state-of-the-art
electrolytes undergo significant dissolution during resting at
open circuit. The correlation established between solubility
and passivity obtained from our EQCM results indicates that
SEI dissolution is a major contributor toward SEI formation
and growth. Furthermore, we compare our SEI solubility
results from EQCM experiments and cycling data to show that
the cycle and calendar life of LMAs closely depend on SEI
dissolution for high-performance electrolytes (Figure 5). Our
results suggest that the cycle life of a state-of-the-art electrolyte
can be extended by decreasing SEI dissolution, illustrating that
SEI solubility is another knob that can be tuned to effectively
minimize the losses from SEI growth. Combining our EQCM
results with compositional analyses of the SEI and electrolyte,
we show that comparing SEI solubilities solely based its
composition becomes less reliable for high-performance
electrolytes. Our analyses show that the differences in the
amount of anion-derived component in their SEIs become
small enough that the physical and chemical properties of the
electrolytes start to play a more significant role in dissolution.
This provides a crucial piece of information that could help

future design of more passivating SEIs through not only tuning
the SEI composition, but also tuning the physical and chemical
properties of the electrolyte to minimize SEI dissolution even
more effectively.

■ METHODS
Electrolyte Preparation. All electrolytes were prepared and

handled in an argon-filled glovebox with an O2 concentration of <0.2
ppm and H2O concentration of <0.01 ppm. LiFSI-DME electrolyte
was prepared with LiFSI (Oakwood) and DME (Aldrich). LHCE was
prepared by adding TTE (SynQuest) to LiFSI in DME solution in a
LiFSI/1.2DME/3TTE molar ratio.

EQCM. EQCM measurements were performed using a QCM200
instrument (Stanford Research Systems), where all the electro-
chemical testing was done in a glovebox filled with argon with an O2
concentration of <0.2 ppm and H2O concentration of <0.01 ppm.
Testing was done within the sensor holder itself, with a Li metal foil
counter electrode. AT-cut quartz crystal coated with copper (Phillip
Technologies) was used as the sensor and electrode for electro-
deposition.

Electrochemical Methods. Aside from EQCM measurements,
electrochemical measurements used 2032-type coin cell with 60 μL of
electrolyte (unless specified otherwise). High-quality Li metal foil was
used [750 μm, 99.9% (Alfa Aesar)] and Cu foil (Pred Materials) was
used for all Li|Cu cell configuration. Both the Li metal and Cu foil
were punched to 1 cm−2. Cu foil was rinsed with deionized water,
isopropyl alcohol (Fisher), and acetone (Fisher) before transferring
into the glovebox. All 2023-type coin cell assembly used 25-
micrometer-thick propylene-polyethylene-propylene (Celgard) as
separators. Lithium iron phosphate (2 mA h−2, Targray) was paired
with Cu foil for XPS characterization of the SEI before and after
dissolution. The SEI was formed on Cu using a constant current−
constant-voltage procedure. The current was applied at 50 uA cm−2

until the voltage reached 50 mV vs Li/Li+. The voltage was held at this
voltage until the current drops down to 10 uA cm−2. For the SEI
dissolution experiments, the cells were rested at open circuit for 48 h
before cell dissembling and characterization. All battery cycling was
carried out at 1 mA cm−2 and 1 mA h cm−2. Arbin battery cycler was
used to cycle all the cells at 25 °C unless stated otherwise.

Figure 5. Schematics summarizing SEI dissolution and how it can affect the cycling performance of Li metal anodes.
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XPS. Cu foil working electrodes were prepared in an Ar glovebox,
rinsed with 90 μL of DME to remove residual the Li salts, and then
transferred to an XPS chamber using a vacuum transfer vessel. XPS
signals were collected on a PHI VersaProbe 1 scanning XPS
microprobe with an Al Kα source.

NMR. Small pieces of Li metal foil (roughly 1 × 1 × 1 mm size
cubes) were soaked in 2 mL of electrolyte for two days. The
electrolyte was then filtered through a 0.45-μm polytetrafluoro-
ethylene (PTFE) filter. NMR measurements were performed on a
Varian Mercury 400 MHz NMR. The temperature was set at 25 °C.
Samples were prepared in the glovebox by injecting 300 μL of
electrolyte into a new and dried NMR tube, together with 600 μL of
newly opened methyl sulfoxide-d6 (Acros Organics, 99.9% D, max.
0.03% water impurity in each DMSO-d6 ampoules). It was then sealed
with the PTFE caps and immediately put into the NMR machine for
data acquisition. The samples were locked and shimmed using the
external standard.

SEM. SEM characterization was carried out in the plated state
using Li|Cu cell configuration after 10 cycles. 1 mA cm−2 and 1 mA h
cm−2 was used for the cycling conditions. Characterization was done
using Thermo Fisher Scientific Apreo S LoVac Scanning Electron
Microscope (SEM).
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